
After the Arcana: the Arcanum War 
 
For millennia, the fey and humanity lived more or less adjacent to each other and had their petty but 
manageable conflicts. Fey courts maintained their network of alliances and grudges between each 
other, and also with various human rulers, nations, and factions. Humans fought about everything, with 
each other and with the fey. This was the normal way of things. 
 
Toymakers and warmongers would occasionally harness eldritch power in mundane or strange objects. 
This was part of the occasional overlap of fey energy manipulation and human mechanics and science. 
Curiosities, unique items, and hazardous power would occasionally result, but each creation tended to 
be accidental in its enchantment (or difficult to replicate, in any case.) 
 
The Tyzarian Initiative. The Autumn Court and the human city state of Kriegerstaad entered into an 
alliance where they gathered their best minds and most powerful sorcerers to find a new more 
consistent way to create enchanted objects. They discovered terribly damaging methods of draining fey 
energy patterns and human life force, and tangling them up into physical objects. The objects were 
called arcana. They were powerful, if not predictable, and ruthless leaders could access enough 
disposable lives to make a frightful number (some of which were bound to have terrifying applications.) 
 
The names and players of various rulers are no longer important, except to scholars. Spies descended in 
force, politics kicked into high gear, and the most ruthless fey and humans leveraged the wide-spread 
and growing fear to gain power. The humans wanted the arcanum and the magic of the fey, and the fey 
wanted unfettered access to souls, breeding, and feeding directly on the essence of humanity. Both 
sides sought to enslave the other, for their own safety and profit. 
 
The Arcadian Courts and the Tellurian. It was in the Franzibald Strait that both sides first discovered 
that arcana could be ruptured to release devastating energy lethal to fey and humans alike. That is when 
open war engulfed this world and those beyond it. 
 
The resulting war was bitter and destroyed most of the gates between the human and fey worlds. 
Whole cities were brought down. This new technology rendered war far more destructive than it had 
ever been before, and most of the weapons were consumed in the fighting and scorched-earth tactics in 
its wake. Guardians and traps were left for spite. 
 
Fey had incredible power, but humanity had a stubborn and ruthless streak backed by technology and 
numbers. Soldiers wore masks designed to filter out glamour, intoxicants, and poisons. Armed with iron 
and flame, the humans descended into the nightmarish reality-twisting battlefields where the fey 
showed the worst of their nature, yet still faced death. For those who were not injured by the passage of 
time, confronting violent death was sobering. 
 
An Ugly Peace. The Arcanum War only lasted eight years, but it seemed timeless on both sides. The 
treaties that ended the war were sour and awful; prisoners of war were conceded on both sides, not to 
be rescued. What territories were still worthwhile were divided up. Limits on the creation of Arcanum 
were put on paper and promptly ignored. 
 



Still, the war took its toll. Very few still knew the secrets of creating arcana, as they had been priority 
targets for spies on both sides during the war. About ¾ of the human cities were devastated, some past 
the point of rebuilding. Most portals between the fey realms and Telluria were shattered or sealed. 
 
Human nations turned inward to rebuilding and outward to trade. Fey courts withdrew to their strange 
“otherwilds” and closed what doors to Telluria that they could. A few places that had a strong history of 
cooperation between the fey and humanity remained (like Vornheim or Selvestria.) 
 
Painting the Now 

 

 Scars. The war has been over for a year. For both people and cities, there is some regrowth, but it is 
wary and dangerous, made angry with fear and pain. Defenses are slow to be dismantled. People 
are accustomed to the privation of war, with rationing and martial law, and only slowly come to 
trust any sign of prosperity. Those who were drafted and those who volunteered to fight the fey saw 
things, endured things no one should have to witness. Society is desperate to move on, and doesn’t 
have the skill, compassion, energy, or resources to help its veterans. They don’t fit. They may never 
fit. And the past fits uneasily with the new future born in the shadow of an alien war. 

 

 Technology. Factories allow mass production with fewer people, and that was needed in creating, 
equipping, and supporting the armies that worked together to repel the fey. There are cars, steam 
trains, assembly lines, combines, and mass produced clothing. The world is awash in guns, as the 
governments did not have the heart to strip the firearms from their released veterans; indeed, part 
of the world’s security is that any invading force will have to occupy territory held by veterans who 
are prepared to fight back. Television is approaching its infancy, and distrusted by veterans because 
of its dancing images. Radio is trusted, and the primary form of long-distance communication. 

 

 Quiet Zones. That is a euphemism for former human cities and territories that suffered so horribly 
during the war that there is no current plan to reclaim them. Outcasts from society can go there, but 
they face traps and monsters left behind either accidentally or in scorched earth warfare as the fey 
were forced back, or launched attacks with no intent to follow up. 

 

 Warrior Culture. Only men fought in the first year of the war, but after that, the situation was so 
desperate that women were recruited as well. War buddies include men and women, both 
romantically and platonically. With what they saw, and the body horror they endured, veterans have 
no patience for denigrating anyone who went into battle with them. Racism struggles in the shadow 
of the alien-ness of the fey, pushing humans towards solidarity. Children romanticize the war and its 
warriors. Those who did not fight are considered second class by those who did serve. Pronouncing 
names of key battles you fought in is an almost spiritual currency. Even those who cannot bear to 
keep their medals are honored for winning them, by veterans and civilians alike. 

 

 Alien Influence. Some humans want to keep the best of what the aliens offered, like magical plants 
and fabrics. Others want all traces destroyed. Some veterans or victims of experimentation and 
slavery bear alien markings, like transparent skin (for better study of organs) or grafted limbs or 
transformed eyes or reprogrammed senses or transformed hair that drifts as though it was 
underwater. Humanity has been weirded by their war, and they struggle with prejudice and honor in 
dealing with those who bear the marks. Only the most privileged or debased dare celebrate their 
alien influences. 



What Did the Tellurian Armies Face? All arcadians are massively allergic to iron, immune to aging, 
resistant to damage or privation, and capable of seeing in darkness. 
 

 Pixies. About the size of a finger, equipped with wings and illusion magic, these creatures were 
excellent spies and assassins. Armed with poison blades they could slip past most defenses. Soldiers 
were issued “rust bags” (bedrolls studded with iron filings) and they rubbed rust on their uniforms 
to provide some measure of defense. Soldiers improvised in the early days of the war, cutting the lip 
from iron skillets to make paddles (“pixie paddles” corrupted to “pixaddles”) to swat at infiltrators. 
 

 Brownies/Redcaps. About two feet tall, and another two feet of wild hair (or a cap), these nut-
brown smooth-skinned dead-eyed fey were the infantry. When recruited, they took long knives and 
slit humans open, dipping their cap in the blood, which remained wet and crimson-bright until they 
die. Caps did not have the physical strength of the average human infantryman, but they were 
cunning with their knives and moved in packs. They were among the more physically tough fey, but 
they had no glamour or magick. 

 

 Satyrs. Almost human sized, they tended to be slender. They had the recurve legs of a goat, with 
hooves and a tail. Horns curled from their foreheads. They were sometimes used to try and pass as 
human. They were unparalleled in rural combat, some of the finest snipers and psych/op agents of 
the Arcadian Courts. Decent in battle, their greater danger lie in mesmerizing soldiers and luring 
them away, or playing pan pipes to spread eldritch panic through the ranks. They were guilty of 
rapacious sex crimes on the battlefield and behind enemy lines. Many of their hybrid children hide 
the shame of their parentage while living among humans. 

 

 Goblins. Among the most feared of the fey, these short barrel-chested knuckle-draggers see in the 
dark and have an inhuman affinity with making machines. Tellurian gun technology was stolen from 
the fey, who used it first. Goblins make wildly improbable machines that function due to some 
magical field goblins exude, but even without equipment they fight like apes and feast on human 
flesh. When excited by fury, lust, or joy, they tend to break into delicate sing-songy rhyme. They 
prefer torture, extracting fear and emotion and pain over time, then eating flesh for dessert. 
Survivors of their vivisections were seldom able to regain sanity (or their missing limbs and organs.) 

 

 Trolls. Approaching 7 feet tall, with tusks and horns, these lanky monsters are both physically 
powerful and capable of glamor. They serve as leaders, and special forces for the fey warbands. 
They are intelligent and speak all human languages; their capacity for compassion makes its absence 
all the more horrifying. 

 

 Ogres. Over 10 feet tall, almost spherical masses of bone and muscle, they were defined by their 
starvation. They craved human meat and human fear in equal measure. They had no magical 
powers, but they carried hammers and spears and could demolish tanks in no time flat. 

 

 Tuatha de Danaan. They look almost human, except for their smooth unearthly beauty. Their ears 
come to a point, and their upper and lower canines come to a point. Their voices have strange 
persuasive powers, and they infect those who are intimate with them with otherworldly hungers 
that cannot be sated. They were the cold leaders, and the best spies. 

  



Who Are We? 
 
You served in the Fighting Forty Second Infantry Division. They fought in North America, defending the 
heartland from dimensional incursions. While they had many battles, here are the famous turning 
points. 
 

 St. Louis, 1915. The rivers met on a conflux of dimensional energy, and a floating castle punched 
through; the explosion of its arrival destroyed the city, and as fey forces poured from the citadel, the 
Midwest was thought to be lost. A combination of artillery and innovative balloon-lifted siege 
ladders led to the destruction of the Cragmar Fortress after eight months of bloody fighting. The Sky 
Court and all their agents that were captured were executed, put in a row of iron gibbets. 
 

 New Orleans, 1917. Supernatural rain flooded the city from the north as fey amphibious assault 
took it on from the south. The city itself was destroyed, down to rubble, but the Forty Second 
accepted massive casualties and kept fighting long enough for reinforcements to come from the 
east and drive the water and monsters back with captured arcana. 

 

 Topeka, 1920. Traitors from the Red Branch cult opened a dimensional breach that yawned across 
acres, spilling out a goblin army. They sky darkened through magic smoke, and they fought in the 
twilight for a year before the breach was sealed. The Eighth Battalion was wiped out entirely by the 
desperate suicide plan that closed the breach from within; the bloody act shook the confidence of 
the Soot King, who then bowed out of the war. 

 
Randomizing a Veteran with d6s 
 

Final Rank 
1-3: Gunner 
4-5: Corporal 
6: Sergeant 

Famous Battles Survived 
1-3: None. 
4-5: One. (1 medal) 
6: Two. (2 medals) 

Prestige (You decide why) 
1: Absent Without Leave 
2: Dishonorable Discharge 
3-4: Honorable Discharge 
5-6: Decorated 

Specialty 
1-3: None 
4: Cavalry 
5: Artillery 
6: Special weapons 

 
Questions to Think About. No need to answer these aloud. They help you know your character better. 

 What did the war take from me? 

 What did I gain from the war? 

 Who will I vouch for from our past experiences together? Who might vouch for me? (Talk to others.) 



 
 
 

Leader Unit Composition 

Colonel Regiment 2-4 Battalions 

Major Battalion 2-4 Companies 

Captain Company 3-6 Platoons 

Lieutenant Platoon 3-6 Squads 

Sergeant Squad 2-4 Teams 

Corporal Team 3-5 soldiers (Gunner) 

 


